An "agent," for the sake of these comments, is any autonomous system that perceives and acts to achieve a narrow set of goals within a specific virtual or real environment. This definition, while broad, nonetheless highlights several contrasts between agents and traditional AI systems. Traditional AI systems have usually been designed to be operated under the control and watchful eye of a user, while agents are sent out into the world to act autonomously, usually on their owners' behalf. Traditional AI systems automate a single step on the path from perception to action -for example, vision or reasoning about action -while agents must manage the entire path. And traditional AI technologies aspire to provide systems with general knowledge about a domain, while agents need know only about their own limited concerns within their own particular environments. We only demand that an agent do one thing for us, but it should do it all by itself.
Although most of the previously generated systems have been too simple to perform helpful tasks for actual users, recent advances suggest that useful intelligent agents will soon be within reach of these techniques. The remainder of these comments will focus on one particular technology, genetic programming (GP) [Koza 1992 ], but related points should apply to other automatic programming technologies.
In GP, computer programs are generated by natural selection. The process starts with a large initial population of programs that are random combinations of problem-specific primitives. Each program is assessed for fitness, and the fitness values are used to control genetic operations (usually fitnessproportionate reproduction, crossover, and mutation) that produce the next generation. After a preestablished number of generations, or after the best fitness improves to some preestablished level, the best-of-run program is produced as the output from the GP system.
The two key steps in the application of GP to a new problem are the design of the fitness test and the choice of primitives. The design of the fitness test for agents is straightforward. In traditional AI systems many features of a system's input and output -for example their representation and level of abstraction -are up for grabs. But agents must manage the entire path from percepts to actions, so it's usually obvious what the inputs and outputs must be, and what should count as good input/output behavior. The fitness of a candidate agent can therefore be assessed simply by running it in a captured fragment of the actual target environment and by collecting statistics about its behavior (see Figure 1) .
Useful agent primitives are under construction by several research groups (e.g., [Coen 1994] ). The goals of such groups are generally to provide veryhigh-level language support for human programmers, but the resulting primitives may provide equal benefit to automatic programming processes. In any case the same features of the agent paradigm that make it possible to provide high-level tools for human programmers (for example, narrow focus) should also make it possible to provide good sets of high-level primitives to GP processes.
In many cases it is even possible for a GP system to build its own primitives, bootstrapping from low level operations such as arithmetic or basic network functions. Existing techniques allow one to simultaneously evolve a main program and a set of automatically defined functions (ADFs) used by that program [Koza 1994 ]. For agents specifically, primitives that pro- vide special-purpose control structures (for example, tasks) may be particularly useful; by use of automatically defined macros (ADMs) these may also be evolved simultaneously with the agent programs that use them [Spector 1996 ]. Both ADMs and ADFs have been shown to decrease the computational effort required to produce programs in certain environments. Several other recent developments in GP technique dovetail nicely with the requirements for the generation of intelligent agents. For example, it is important for agents to be able to adapt to their environments as they run [Maes 1994 ]. The GP technique of indexed memory [Teller 1994 ] allows for the evolution of agents that record features of their environments and change their behavior accordingly. The technique of ontogenetic programming [Spector and Stoffel 1996] allows for the evolution of programs that adapt by modifying their own code throughout their lifetimes. The technique of cultural memory [Spector and Luke 1996] allows populations of evolving programs to collectively build repositories of information that may support more robust, adaptive behavior by individuals.
Some words of caution are also in order. In particular, the possibility of automatically generated agents forces us to confront the issue of agent trustworthiness in a serious way. After all, an agent acts on its owner's behalf, and with this autonomy comes responsibility. Although users may initially be more prepared to trust human-coded agents, precautions must be taken to analyze and verify agent code whatever its source (see Figure 1) . The careful use of automatic programming techniques need not exacerbate this problem.
In sum, recent advances have significantly increased the power of automatic programming technology. Simultaneously, the development of the intelligent agent paradigm has provided an easier target that is particularly well-matched to the specific technological advances: autonomous systems with narrow expertise. The future looks bright for agent-oriented AI, and if the trends described here continue we won't have to write agent programs by hand -we will be able to generate them automatically.
